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PRODUCT LIST - 2010
SURFLEX - CAR CARE PRODUCTS
SURFLEX BLACK LEATHER/VINYL COLORANT - 8 OZ CAN -

A water based,
flexible, polymer aniline, surface colorant to restore the black color to both leather and vinyl that will not
crack, chip or become brittle. Surflex restores the natural appearance to both leather and vinyl and does
not leave a painted look like most lacquer based products. The black color is custom matched to the OEM
European black and offers the same finish, durability and wear as the original surface finish. May be
applied with a lint free cloth, brush or spray gun. The surface should be thoroughly cleaned with a citrus
degreaser, rinsed with water and allowed to dry for 24 hours prior to application of the colorant. Do not
use on suede. For best results, use between 70 and 90 degrees Fahrenheit.

11901

Surflex Black Leather/Vinyl Colorant - 8 oz Can

SURFLEX LEATHER "SOFFENER" - 8 OZ CAN -

The most potent leather softener and
restorer on the market. It softens old, stiff leather with a blend of natural and synthetic oils that are easily
absorbed into the leather. Spray, brush or wipe onto the surface of the leather, cover with Saran Wrap or
plastic and allow the oils to saturate and soften the leather fibers for 3-5 days. Repeat this process as
many times as necessary, until the leather stops absorbing the oils. The leather is now restored to its
potential. Contains no perfumes or fragrances and does not leave a residue. Use only to soften hard or stiff
leather. Once the leather is restored switch to a quality leather conditioner to maintain the leather. Do not
use on suede. For best results, use above 70 degrees Fahrenheit.

11951

Surflex Leather "Soffener" - 8 oz Can

SURFLEX FLEX-FILL CRACK ELIMINATOR - 4 OZ JAR -

A neutral gray, cosmetic
filling compound, specifically formulated to repair leather or vinyl. It air dries to a semi-flexible state that will
fill blemishes, holes or repaired splits in leather and vinyl. Apply it like a wallboard spackle compound to fill
the blemish, allow to dry, sand and/or score to match the leather grain and then recolor with Surflex
Colorant. It is not a bonding agent, so if the leather is split through, a reinforcing patch must be glued to the
underside of the leather with shoemakers glue. Flex-Fill may then be used to fill the split on top of the
patch. Do not use on suede. For best results, use above 70 degrees Fahrenheit.

11961

Surflex Flex-Fill Crack Eliminator - 4 oz Jar
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